
                          IAK-52TW

The IAK-52TW  maintains the IAK-52W main features, to which specific elements are added, such as:
- a 9-cylinders radial, aircooled M14P-XDK piston engine, rated at 400 hp, with modified air intake 
and oil radiator under the fuselage. The engine cowling is also modified, the front shutters were 
removed;
- fully retractable main landing gear

tailwheel, steerable from the pedals in joint connection  with the rudder;
- the cockpits size is slightly modified  (10 cm longer each) in order  to accommodate taller pilots;
- rounded wing tips were added, as on WW2 warbirds;
- the installation of four integrated  fuel tanks in the wings, with  a  total fuel capacity of  280 litres;

The same as IAK-52W, it has additional new features and western equipment, allowing more
 compatibility and easier maintenance and spares provision, such as:
- replacement of the two-bladed propeller by a three-bladed Mulbauer MTV-9 propeller;
- an externally accessible baggage compartment and battery compartment are located  behind 
the rear cockpit;
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- a permanent mounted and retractable ladder for entry convenience to the cockpit;
- installation of recessed landing and taxi lights for night operations; 
- installation of strobe and navigational lights;
- strengthened wing tip area for optional wing-tip tanks;
- the fabric covered skins of aileron, elevator and rudder  replaced with aluminium skins;
- replacement of the  main landing gear wheels with Cleveland wheels with hydraulic disk 
brakes and standard western tyres;
- replacement of the Russian radio equipment with a Garmin KY96A  Com radio;
- addition of a Garmin GTX transponder with AmeriKing Altitude encoder;
- installation of a NAT intercom AA80-20 with both VOX and PPT activation;
- replacement of the pilot belts by Hooker Harness seat belt systems.

DIMENSIONS:                                       PERFORMANCE:
Wing Span:                  9.90 m(33ft)      Never exceed speed(VNE):           420 km/h(263 mph)
Length, overall :          7.98  m(26 ft)     Maximum sped at 1,000 m:           320  km/h(200 mph)
Height, overall:            2.70  m (9 ft)      Stalling speed, flaps down:              85  km/h(53mph)
Wing area:                      15.42 sqm      Ceiling:                                             4,000 m(13,334 ft) 
WEIGHTS & LOADINGS:                     T-O run:                                               140 m(466 ft)
Empty weight:        980 kg(2,163 lbs)    Landing run:                                        270 m(900 ft)
Max T-O weight: 1,320 kg (2,914 lbs)   Range at max fuel, cruise speed,
Max   g loads:                     +7/-5 g       20 minutes reserve:                        1,000 km(687 miles)          


